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Content distribution is changing. While the traditional 
linear TV channel still accounts for the lion’s share 

of viewing – and is holding up remarkably well – consumption of video on 
mobile devices and on social media platforms is growing exponentially. 

The nature of what is popular is also shifting, with a growing army of 
gaming fans spending a significant portion of their viewing hours watching 
eSports events and young audiences flocking to YouTube stars with 
international followings. 

In this context, the concept of the ‘channel’ has to take on a broader 
meaning, and that shift is reflected in this special issue of Digital TV Europe. 

Mobile phones are increasingly used to watch video and French media giant Vivendi has 
stepped up to deliver one of the first truly premium mobile video offerings – Studio+. In an 
exclusive interview, Vivendi Content chairman Dominique Delport talks about what makes 
great mobile content and the company’s plans to build the platform. 

Social networks are increasingly crucial to the successful marketing of content and as 
distribution platforms in their own right. We look at the evolving social media strategies of 
content producers and channel providers, and the ways in which social platforms themselves 
are placing video front and centre of what they do. 

One company that has clearly prioritised digital above all else is Modern Times Group. We 
interview MTGx chief Arnd Benninghof about why eSports and gaming now feature so large 
in his company’s vision of the future. Elsewhere, we look at the relationship between content 
and traditional distribution networks in an exclusive interview with Liberty Global Central 
Europe CEO, Eric Tveter. 

Content on the move

Contents
2. Studio+ takes 10
Dominique Delport talks to Stuart Thomson about Vivendi’s mobile platform, Studio+.

8. TV gets a social life
Andy Fry looks at the social media strategies of content producers and channel providers.
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The internet is increasingly accessed 
via mobile devices, and internet 

video is no exception. According to online 
video platform provider Ooyala’s latest Global 
Video Index, mobile accounted for 54% of all 
online video viewing in the fourth quarter of 
2016 and is tipped to hit nearly 60% in the 
first quarter of this year. 

Ooyala’s recommendation that content 
providers must “tailor their strategy around 
mobile” is an apporach that has already been 
adopted wholeheartedly by Vivendi, which at 
the end of last year launched Studio+, a new 
mobile content factory and app with a specific 
focus on premium, high-value, short-form 
content tailored to a mobile audience. 

Studio+ debuted in Brazil in November 
before launching in two other Latin American 
territories and in Italy in December. The 
service debuted commercially in France at the 
beginning of February. More recently Vivendi 
has signed a deal with Veon – formerly 
VimpelCom – to launch the service in Russia 
and other CIS countries. 

US ambition

Vivendi Content chairman Dominique 
Delport, who has championed Studio+ as a 
concept since its inception, says that further 
launches are in the pipeline, including in 
the UK, where the company is in talks with 
telecom operators. However, Vivendi’s 
main ambition this year is to get the service 
launched in the US. “We would love to be in 
the key markets in the US this year, and we 
are in discussions with three of the four main 
operators,” says Delport. 

Studio+ is not the French media giant’s 
only digital platform initiative. Vivendi has for 
much of the last year been shaping elements 
of a broader digital content strategy, one of 
whose main pillars – developing a European 
OTT alternative to Netflix – has however been 
derailed somewhat by the company’s high-
profile falling out with Italian media group 
Mediaset. While the ‘European Netflix’ project 
has been put on a backburner as a result, 
Delport remains convinced that Vivendi has a 
major role to play in building a digital home 
for European content. 

Admitting in an understated way that 
Vivendi’s negotiations with its ‘preferred 
partner’ have been “a little bit more complex 
than planned”, Delport says that the project 

Studio+
takes 10

Millennials may increasingly think of their mobile 
phones as the ‘first screen’, but premium content 
providers have so far been relatively slow to provide 
content specifically tailored for mobile consumption. 
One exception is Vivendi, which last year launched 
Studio+ to target this market. Vivendi Content chairman 
Dominique Delport talks exclusively to Stuart Thomson 
about the company’s plans. 
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still makes “a lot of sense” not only for the 
existing parties, but for other European 
players. He says that a specifically European 
platform would complement Netflix’s 
proposition. 

“Local contenders have a very different 
footprint and different assets,” he says. “We 
have phenomenal stories and fantastic talent 
and creativity, and great engineers and big 
advertisers and the largest, wealthiest market 
in the world.”

Arguing that an OTT platform would be 
a practical example of the promise of the 
European digital single market, he says that 
the plan remains “very important” to the 
company. 

“It matters that Vivendi champions the 
role of pushing European culture,” he says. 
Even with quotas imposed by the European 
Union, the big American players are likely to 
produce only a small amount of content from 
the continent’s many countries and cultures.

For now, however, Delport’s attention is 
focused on Studio+, which fits well with 
Vivendi’s vision of the future shape of content 
consumption and the media organisations 
that will serve it. In particular it believes an 
alliance between media and telecom providers 
will be a pillar of the future media distribution 
landscape. 

“Studio+ is a great project – it isn’t every 
day you create something new that hasn’t 
existed before and is really different. And it 
is clearly the direction of travel, with mobile 
consumption becoming the new norm,” says 
Delport.

While mobile devices now provide the ‘first 
screen’ for media consumption by 18-35 year-
olds, Delport believes there is a significant gap 
in the market for high-end, premium quality 
content – one that Vivendi has moved to fill 
with Studio+, which adheres to a template 
that he believes is just right for mobile screens 
and mobile consumption habits. Studio+ has 
hit on the formula of producing multiple 
series of 10 episodes of 10 minutes in length. 
The 10-minute duration of a single episode is, 
says Delport, the right length for “a moment 
of indulgence” while commuting to work or 
filling time between different activities.

“We did some testing and survey work. 
Two thirds of consumers are consuming 
about 15 minutes of mobile video a day, and 

the remaining third are consuming over 15 
minutes. So we had an approximate idea of 
the kind of content that works. You either do 
super-short content of about three minutes in 
length or you do something about 10 minutes 
in length,” he says. 

Telecom partnerships

Vivendi’s principal route to market with 
Studio+ is to form partnerships with mobile 
telecom operators, which can offer it as part of 
a bundle with mobile data. Operators can buy 
subscriptions from Studio+ and offer these as 
part of a package to their customers, or they 
can offer the Studio+ service as a standalone 
option. 

Vivendi is also able to market its app as a 
direct-to-consumer service, although this is 
less of a priority. Delport points out that it 
is expensive to market standalone content. 
Going it alone is not a particularly attractive 
route to market, particularly if telecom 
operator partners are willing to do some of the 
heavy lifting when it comes to marketing. 

 “When 80% of mobile marketing is 
controlled by Google and Facebook, there is 
only one type of player that can compete on 
a global scale and that is the telcos. If you 
take Telefónica, Orange and Telecom Italia 
together, they have 650 million subscribers 
– and that is only three telcos. We can build 
something incredible with these guys,” says 
Delport. 

Although the terms of deals vary, Delport 
says that the average value placed on Studio+ 
is about E3.99 a month or “the price of a 
coffee a week”.

The extent to which consumers are willing 
to pay for a premium service in developing 
markets, and the cost of mobile data for 
streaming video, is one possible challenge 
for the Studio+ concept, but Delport believes 
there are fairly straightforward solutions. 
“In pre-paid markets like Latin America 
and Africa there is obviously less disposable 
income and this product will be perceived as 
high-end, but we are working with the telcos 
to see how we can build an offering that will 
change perceptions,” he says. As far as the cost 
of bandwidth goes, Vivendi is also enabling 
a download option – useful not only to save 
on data usage but to ensure a consistent 
experience while on the move. 

The 10 x 10 format of content on Studio+ has 
an additional benefit, according to Delport. It 
opens up the opportunity of multiple windows 
for distribution. Specifically, the flexibility of 
the format means it can repackage the shows 
and sell them to pay TV operators to be aired 
as a set of one-off films for TV. Meanwhile, 
those that wish to use the mobile app to view 
content on a larger screen can do so using 
Chromecast or Airplay.

Studio+ has now filmed over 25 series, with 
a focus on what might be described as high-
concept drama. Delport says each episode is 
intended as a kind of “adrenalin shot” that 
will appeal to the target audience and create 
“stickiness” that will encourage users to come 
back for more. 

Each project is shot in about four to five 
weeks, as opposed to the 16 more normally 
taken to shoot a full-length TV series. Each 
series costs about E1 million to make – cheap 
by the standards of TV drama but definitely 
premium in the world of content made 

Studio+ has produced a raft of 10 x 

10-minutes dramas including Blanca (right).
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specifically for mobile. The content created to 
date, says Delport, has been made in over 20 
countries in six languages.

According to Delport, there is no real 
difference in the style or method between 
shooting content for mobile and shooting for 
mainstream TV. “We had a discussion about 
how to shoot – whether the content should be 
‘close-ups only’ and so on. In fact you can film 
a huge space and that works perfectly well on 
the small screen. Beyond that what matters 
is the sound because a lot of this is watched 
with earphones. You need to accentuate the 

immersive feeling of the content with great 
sound design and we spent a lot of time 
working on that,” he says, adding that Vivendi’s 
ownership of Universal Music was of great 
benefit here.

Beyond the content, Delport places 
considerable emphasis on the user experience 
of Studio+. “It’s all about curation and 
immediate access to a great piece of content. 
People will make a decision in seconds, and if 
you wait fore more than five seconds for the 
stream to start you will opt out immediately. 
People can’t stand waiting,” he says.  

Vivendi has not so far disclosed numbers 
for Studio+; Delport says it will do so at the 
end of the year. 

“Money will follow eyeballs,” says Delport. 
“Studio+ is the first premium mobile content 
service that is available across the World. In 
fact we are probably a little in advance of the 
market. But it’s backed by Vivendi and there 
is an excitement on the part of the telcos that 
actually took us by surprise – they all believe 
in the product and the app and they are ready 
to invest in co-marketing it over the coming 
few years.” l

What kind of content is Studio+ creating for its 

young, mobile-focused target audience? The 

unit's director, Gilles Galud, says that the key 

has been to develop “good stories that don't 

waste any time with too many details and 

sub-plots – we try to make something that is 

complementary to the traditional TV offering.”

For Galud, the typical audiences for scripted 

drama in western Europe generally skews 

towards over-55s. Studio+'s mission is therefore 

to bring to the party content that appeals to 

younger millennials as well as a group identified 

as “content connoisseurs”. 

Galud says that Studio+ has avoided many 

of the genres associated with traditional TV 

such as family and psychological dramas, and 

police procedurals, in favour of adrenalin-

fuelled action. “We are closer to indie movies 

than traditional scripted TV. Everything we are 

used to on TV we try to avoid,” he says. “We try 

to hook it on stories by younger people, with 

younger actors and characters, and genres 

oriented towards action thrillers and sci-fi – but 

mostly action, suspense and thrillers.”

One genre that is notable by its absence 

from Studio+’s line-up is comedy. “Comedy is 

the most difficult genre to do when you want to 

be international,” says Galud. “It’s always linked 

to the local culture, very few comedies travel, it 

is difficult to write and the internet has lots of 

comedy in any case – so we decided to avoid it, 

but we do like to mix action and comedy, and 

this produces good results.” He cites Studio+’s 

award-winning series T.A.N.K. as an example of 

the ‘action comedy’ genre that seems to work 

well as a short-form series. 

Being international is a high priority for the 

unit. Galud says Studio+ has been behind 30 

different projects to date, with shooting taking 

place in 18 different countries ranging from 

Peru, Mexico, Colombia and Argentina to the 

US, Canada, France Scandinavia, Morocco and 

Thailand. Content is available in six languages, 

and is either subtitled or dubbed for distribution 

in multiple territories. 

Much of the creative talent behind Studio+ 

series comes not from traditional TV but from 

the music video and commercial world, as well 

as some independent moviemakers. “They are 

people who are very involved in visuals and art 

direction,” says Galud. 

With a history in shooting music videos and 

commercials, this group of creative talent is 

used to the “different conditions” involved in 

turning projects around quickly and working 

with a variety of different crews with whom 

they may have had little contact prior to the 

shoot, says Galud. 

One feature common to all the content 

created by Studio+ is that the unit finances 

the projects itself and retains control of its 

intellectual property. “Financing all of it allows 

us to be faster and gives us more freedom,” 

says Galud. “Getting involved in co-productions 

is more risky because you can lose time and it 

involves compromises. We wanted to have a big 

line-up [of series] from the beginning.”

Galud believes that the 10 x 10-minutes 

format favoured by Studio+ is a winning 

formula, creating content that is just the right 

length for mobile consumption and which can 

be stitched together into a long-form movie 

for distribution on other platforms. “So far we 

have stuck to this format and we want to push it 

further. We don’t want to make stuff that’s three 

or five minutes long, because it’s difficult to tell 

good stories at that length. We want content 

of a premium standard and in fact 10 minutes 

is close to what US series have between 

commercial breaks,” he says. 

So far, says Galud, Studio+ has not been 

concerned about deciding which series to 

renew in any kind of systemic way, preferring 

in general to branch out and find something 

new. Exceptions include T.A.N.K., winner in the 

best direction and best short series categories 

at the Festival de la Fiction TV de La Rochelle, 

and Kill Skills, an award winner at Dublin’s 

DubWebFest, both of which are now in their 

second season, and multi-award winning 

Crime Time, a Brazilian-set crime drama. 

Another Studio+ show, Canada-shot Madame 

Hollywood, has just won the best thriller award 

at the Vancouver WebFest after earlier winning 

for best drama series at the Seattle Web Fest.

As Studio+ only allows a couple of months 

to lapse between seasons of repeat shows, 

deciding what to make is more a matter of 

instinct than careful analysis of the audience 

data. With a commitment to bringing an original 

series to the screen every two weeks, time is of 

the essence.

The stripped-down series: making content for mobile
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What would you identify as the top three factors that will have the 
biggest impact on the TV business globally over the next few years?
Moving from broadcast to IPTV is one key factor. The future TV 
experience is multi-platform. Today people watch videos across all 
their connected devices. Their favourite channels, viewing behaviour 
and subscriptions, all need to be portable – in the cloud, on a mobile 
device, or on a tablet.

The second thing is what we could call application-based TV. Linear 
TV has to be delivered through apps. The producers themselves are 
already developing their own apps for different stores. These could 
be mega-stores like iOS and Google, but there are also pay TV services 
with their own stores. 

The third factor is content. The OTT revolution means that producers 
can be distributors. You can market your own content, and this means 
you now see a very strong push on ethnic and niche content. For 
example, there are many people from Africa in France that would like to 
watch content from their original country through African TV channels. 

Community is becoming a very strong word in TV industry. In the 
US, there are eight million French-speaking people and there is no 
dedicated service for this community. The relevant content should be 
available for this target audience. 

Mobibase is a 15 year-old content company. Now, more than 
ever, we are focusing on linear and on-demand content for specific 
communities. We can address various communities around the world 
via operators that require rights-cleared packages. For example, a 
major telecommunications provider asked us to develop a Hispanic 
package, and we cleared the rights and distributed that to them. We 
also supply top European operators with TV apps, and for most of our 
clients we provide multiscreen applications. 

How significant is the market for OTT services targeted at migrant 
and expatriate groups globally and how fast do you expect it to 
grow?
I believe this is the key driver in the TV market growth today. All around 
the world the demand for pay TV services is becoming satiated. All 
of the key players have over 500 channels. It is difficult for operators 
to find avenues for growth. The only way to build value and get the 
customer to pay more is to reach out and serve their basic needs.

This could mean building offerings dedicated to watch local 
telenovelas from Latin America, to learn English or French languages 
in China, to get news on niche or extreme sports, to offer travel 
documentaries on specific subjects, or even to receive luxury offers 
for yachts, properties, cars and wine. This is how OTT services could 
generate new revenues. 

What types of services and content are migrant and expatriate users 
looking for primarily and what do content providers need to do to 
maximise the opportunity?
The first thing is to be able to play globally. You may want to take 
channels to Latin America or from Latin America to Spain. You may 
be able to adapt linear streams to different markets according to the 
rights you hold or the languages you support, or instead of bringing 
linear channels, you could bring video-on-demand with content which 
will focus on international and local perspective of any kind of users’ 
interests such as sports, lifestyle, kids or education. 

Content providers have been slow to embrace all this, but often 
their content is already available through piracy. It can be extremely 
challenging to develop flexible, legitimate services. But that is what 
we have been doing by helping rights-holders distribute their content 
internationally. For example, we worked with a channel provider in Spain 
to help them build international content revenues, and they have been 
very flexible in getting the right content cleared for the right countries. 

You also need a workable business model. We believe revenue share 
will be the main model for ethnic and niche OTT services.

To what extent are OTT TV service providers looking to white label 
solutions – including both the technical platform and content 
aggregation – and what advantages does this bring for them?
It is not difficult to stream or encode a channel, but it is difficult to 
achieve 100% perfect video quality. We have developed a global white-
label offering, from which we can launch high-quality services in a few 
weeks or even days, if needed. The key is to have cutting-edge streaming 
technology and to be able to launch OTT solutions fast. In the past, we 
needed almost a year to get something launched but now companies 
want to launch their OTT apps in only a few weeks. 

How has Mobibase adapted its business to address the changing 
needs of the market?
With people migrating and looking for ethnic content from their 
original country, Mobibase integrated in its content offer ethnic TV and 
VOD packages for diaspora communities from all around the world – 
packages such as Hispanic, Arabic, African, English, Turkish, Italian, 
French, Caribbean and more.

Also, with the boom in OTT and apps stores, we adapted our business 
by shifting to a multi-device approach. Mobibase is now working on 
several projects with major operators and OTT providers from Europe, 
Latin America and Middle East in order to deliver a full experience 
approach: content licensing and integration paired with multiscreen 
apps on web, Android, iOS and more.

Q&A: Vincent Roger, 
CEO, Mobibase

Mobibase CEO Vincent Roger talks about the market for OTT TV services for ethnic groups and the flexibility of the white-label model.
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It doesn’t take a Gen Z digital native to realise 
that social media is having a profound 

impact on TV. But for anyone in doubt, there’s 
a wealth of data to prove the point.

Research firm Nielsen estimates that US 
adults aged 18-plus now spend 22% of their 
media time on social. Driven on by the ubiquity 
of smartphones, social media in the US 
reached 177 million people a week on average 
in Q4 2016, and a lot of people use social to talk 
about TV. Nielsen’s figures show there were 
14.2 million social media interactions about TV 
every day last autumn in the US on Facebook 
and Twitter. This activity doesn't include 
other platforms such as YouTube, Snapchat, 
Instagram, Tumblr and Pinterest.

The relationship between social and TV is 
also becoming more sophisticated. “Social isn't 
what it was,” says FremantleMedia VP digital 
and social media Tom Hoffman. “It’s not just 
140 character tweets, it’s video. Facebook has 
become a massive video platform in the last 
year or two and that clearly has implications for 

anyone in the content business.”
If social is a game-changer, what can 

producers and broadcasters do to harness that 
fact? What creative and commercial opportunity 
does this new paradigm in media consumption 
open up? “Social is incredibly important to our 
company, but the thing you need to recognise 
is that the content generally speaks for itself,” 
says Wim Ponnet, group director, strategy and 
commercial development at Endemol Shine 
Group. “You can’t manipulate social media to 
get people to talk about your shows or share 
them. You have to give them something they 
like.”

If they like your content, then there are no 
particular limits on the kind of shows they will 
engage with, he adds: “Big Brother is huge on 
YouTube and Twitter and Mr Bean is now the 
biggest TV entertainment brand on Facebook. 
We also get a lot of social activity around 
Masterchef, Hunted, Black Mirror and Simon’s 
Cat, an animated series that actually started 
online.”

Value of interaction

The value of this interaction is three-fold, says 
Ponnet: “First, it keeps up the relationship 
between the audience and the show when it 
is not on air – and that can help to secure a 
recommission. Second, it provides you with 
valuable feedback that you can use when 
thinking about future productions. Third, if 
you get enough eyeballs coming to your social 
content it is also monetisable, either in terms of 
advertising or by generating data that is useful 
to commercial partners.”

Primarily, the video content that fuels 
the relationship with the audience is taken 
from the TV-produced shows, says Ponnet. 
But it is generally presented in a way that is 
distinctive from the linear broadcast model. 
Mr Bean’s presence on Facebook, for example, 
is a selection of short-form videos  taken from 
both the animated and live-action versions of 
the franchise. “You aren’t trying to replicate 

Content creators are embracing social media platforms in increasingly sophisticated 
ways to market and distribute their shows. Andy Fry reports.

Channels MIPTV 2017 > TV & social networks  Digital TV Europe
April 2017

TV gets a social life
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the kind of partnerships you already have 
with traditional TV players,” he says. “You are 
attempting to create an organic service that 
fans will want to share. So you might also add 
some behind-the-scenes material from a show 
or curate the content that users post. What you 
are really doing is building an editorial strategy 
that will keep you connected with fans.”

This means content that can act both as a 
destination for fans and be shareable. Back 
at FremantleMedia, Hoffman points to Got 
Talent Global, a YouTube channel made up 
of clips from all the various versions of Got 
Talent around the globe. “We’ve rolled up all 
that talent from around the world to create a 
globally-available platform – and already it has 
got over one million subscribers,” he says.

Again, the main emphasis is on short-
form shareable content. But FremantleMedia 
has also created packages, such as ‘the top 
10 naked acts’, a 24-minute sequence that 
attracted one million views in its first three 
weeks. “The most interesting thing about 
social is virality,” says Hoffman. “None of us 
knows exactly what drives it but a key element 
is undoubtedly emotion. If you can trigger an 
emotional response in people you get sharing 
and interaction. With social, the loudest voice 
in the room tends to get heard.”

Hoffman agrees with Ponnet that TV firms 
right now are mostly chasing eyeballs with 
repurposed content. “We have a number of 
channels with a million-plus subscribers now 
and that scale of audience is monetisable. Our 
process is all about improving channels and 
replicating.” All of the leading social platforms 
have their value, he adds, though they come 
with specific characteristics that need to be 
accounted for. “A lot of people watch Facebook 
videos without audio, so it makes sense to 
have text on them,” he observes. “And you 
need to think about the fact that a platform like 
Snapchat is vertical, whereas the video on TV 
is horizontal.”

There’s also a behavioural dimension 
to consider. “Facebook is all about what’s 
happening right now. That’s why we’re seeing 
a trend towards live on this platform. But 
YouTube is different. Some of our highest 
performing posts can be over a year old.”

Cross-platform franchises

Most of the above is really about how to take 
established shows and turn them into cross-
platform franchises. But what if the job at 
hand is to launch a new show – for example 
a big budget drama? Clearly there are some 
elements that can drive social media awareness 
(e.g. cast, pre-existing source material, a strong 
trailer etc). But for the most part, producers 
need to find ways to build additional levels of 
engagement around new IP.

HBO, for example, took a very proactive 
approach to social media with its robot sci-
fi scripted series Westworld. Prior to the 
show’s premiere, the channel launched 
DiscoverWestworld.com, a website that 

introduced fans to Westworld, which attracted 
1.4 million visits. It also created a virtual 
reality experience and a ‘chatbot’ called Aeden 
who could respond to over 1,000 different 
questions about the show. Once the show 
started, Aeden pointed users to behind-the-
scenes commentaries and exclusive content, 
generating one million interactions. As the 
series’ audience grew, HBO used Facebook 
Live to introduce the cast, crew and creators 
(reaching over 4.5 million fans). Meanwhile, 
@WestworldHBO on Twitter became the go-
to place for fans to get official news, content 
and fan art. The social campaign culminated 
after the season one finale, when actor Thandie 
Newton tweeted a code for a website, which 
unlocked additional exclusive material.

Social can also act as a reminder that a show 

Digital TV Europe Channels MIPTV 2017 > TV & social networks
April 2017

Social buzz: FremantleMedia’s Got Talent 

Global and Endemol Shine’s Hunted.

HBO has made extensive use of social media 

to promote shows including Game of Thrones.  
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is about to return. For season two of Fear the 
Walking Dead, broadcaster AMC linked up 
with Snapchat to offer zombie-themed lenses. 
More sophisticated was the promotion for 
season two of USA Network’s hit show Mr. 
Robot. In this case, the fictional hacker group 
fsociety ‘hacked’ the Mr. Robot Facebook page 
for 24 hours, broadcasting 11 ‘global rants’ via 
Facebook Live. This stunt garnered 20 million 
impressions, five million video views, 260,000 
likes, 57,000 comments, and 16,000 shares.

Matt Campion, creative director at Spirit, 
a content and audience building company 
that works with producers, broadcasters and 
brands, says a fully-rounded social media 
launch strategy will include several paid-for 

and free elements “but at the heart of it you 
need to have a good idea, an interesting piece 
of content and the right talent and influencers. 
It’s these factors that make it contagious”.

“The content is the marketing if it is good 
enough. Look at something like Carpool 
Karaoke, which has made James Corden and 
The Late Late Show globally famous – CK slots 
on YouTube can attract anywhere between 50-
150 million views; The Late Late Show now has 
almost 10 million subscribers on the same 
platform,” says Campion.

Spirit is currently working with comedian 
Dom Joly on a reboot of his prank show Trigger 
Happy TV. “The show originally launched 
in 2000 but was brought back as a series of 
original shorts for Channel 4’s on-demand 
channel All4. The new episodes are five-
six minutes, which makes them ideal for 
streaming or downloading. But they could also 
be linked together to create a show that would 
work in TV distribution,” says Campion.

Trigger Happy TV is an example of content 
that can market itself, he says, pointing to 
the way it is shared on platforms like The 
LADBible. But he also sees a role for original 
content creation as part of the promotional 
mix: “We worked with NBC Universal on the 
marketing of its comedy DVDs. We created 
original content such as the web production 
called Being Romesh, to support a DVD from 
comedian Romesh Ranganathan. That 
generated 250,000 views for episode one.”

He also points to a campaign by Sky 1 to 
promote its comedy You, Me and the Apocalypse, 
in which the broadcaster funded popular 
YouTube influencer Colin Furze (with 4.3 
million subscribers) to build an apocalypse 
bunker in his garden. Furze has also been used 
by the BBC Worldwide to promote Top Gear.

All of the issues discussed above are also 
relevant to vertically-integrated studios like 
Viacom. Joanna Wells, VP, digital content, 
MTV and Comedy Central International, says: 
“It’s critical we’re everywhere our audience 
is. To ensure fans can consume our brand 
everywhere, we create custom content for 
social platforms from Instagram and Facebook 
to YouTube and Snapchat. Our content has to 
be fuel that sparks conversation and resonates 
with fans authentically, and it has to be 24/7.”

Echoing Hoffman, Wells says the number 
one rule in social is: “We absolutely must evoke 
emotion. Emotions hit you faster, are easier to 
share and give viewers a definite payoff.”

Share triggers

For Wells, the fact that the social platforms 
all have their own identity means you can’t 
simply repurpose linear content and expect it 
to work – especially when you’re dealing with 
younger audiences. “The more creative, the 
better,” she says. “If content feels formulaic 
or overly-commercialised, it won’t connect 
with youth audiences.  Through our own 
research, we have identified several triggers 
that impact a piece of content’s shareability: 
comedy – anything from pranks to satirical 
bits; compelling content – something that 
might alter a viewer’s perspective; content that 
is sweet and silly; as well as weird and bizarre 
provocative content that pushes boundaries – 
and might make them feel uncomfortable; and 
how-to guides.”

Timing is also critical, she adds: “The key to 
generating and sustaining interest is starting 
the engagement process early and providing 
audiences with content long before the 
show airs. By feeding our audiences a steady 
stream of bespoke content that complements 
the linear offering, and engaging the cast or 
performers to lead that conversation, we’re able 
to deepen our relationship with our audiences 
and create awareness earlier. In the same way, 
it is imperativen that activity and interaction 
with our audiences continues via social media 
in between series.”

As an illustration of how social and linear 
work hand-in-hand she cites MTV’s Geordie 
Shore. “The show has 30 million fans and 
followers on social media, consuming a vast 

Fear the Walking Dead’s Snapchat lens (top) 

and web production Being Romesh (left).
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amount of supplementary, behind-the-scenes 
video that binds them even more closely to 
the cast, driving greater TV viewing in turn. 
We demonstrate the same commitment to 
cross-platform viewing across all properties; 
including the MTV EMAs, which brought in 
500% video growth across platforms, and was 
the number one trending topic of the night on 
Twitter last year.” In terms of the benefits, she 
agrees with Ponnet that social “creates a 24/7 
window of conversation and feedback” and she 
cites the fact that “social is a great incubator for 
innovation. We use new platforms and short 
form to be even bolder than we are on-air, to 
experiment and test new concepts or talent.”

A significant dimension of social is the data 
it generates, says Wells:  “By listening and 
engaging with audiences, we’re able to access 
insights into what people like or do not like 
about our content; understand their behaviour 

and sentiment – week-over-week or by season  
– and witness their reaction and response to 
promotional events. This generates incredible 
value for us and for our partners because we 
can implement their wants, needs and ideas 
into the production process; make accurate 
predictions for the success of that content; 
and ensure greater precision targeting for our 
marketing and promotional campaigns.”

Wide range of genres

On the topic of revenue-generation, she says: 
“Social media is less about the number of views 
and more about the quality of the engagement 
with the audience. If you focus more time 
on monetising that engagement, rather than 
listening and responding to your audiences, 
content will feel over-commercialised and less 

authentic and trust is lost.”
The importance of social media is evident 

across a wide range of genres and scenarios, 
according to Milos Ralic, marketing manager, 
eOne Television International, and Mathieu 
Fussman, digital and home entertainment 
product producer, TV, international, eOne. At 
one end of the spectrum they cite Full Frontal 
with Samantha Bee, a US late-night political/
news series that has a huge following on 
YouTube, Twitter and Facebook with over one 
million Facebook fans. “Here, the core objective 
of our social media activities is to reach the 
largest audience for the TV show, drive up 
ratings and develop the show’s brand value. 
Our investment is significant with a specific ad 
spend budget and a dedicated team. With each 
episode, we select one extract of a few minutes 
that we push across all platforms, making this 
viral with tens of thousands of shares. When 

A lot of social TV activity is driven by content 

owners rather than the social media platforms 

themselves. But the platforms have also made 

a number of efforts to support these ambitions. 

A good example is Snapchat Discover, a 

mobile platform that encourages content 

owners to make original shows in return for a 

share of revenues. Although not exclusively 

aimed at TV companies, partners include 

National Geographic, Discovery and MTV: “We 

were one of the first to launch an international 

MTV Snapchat Discover channel in 2015,” 

says Joanna Wells, VP, digital content, MTV 

and Comedy Central International. “We have 

launched short-form series through MTV 

Studios including Get The Look, MTV Threads 

and Sex Squad with Grace Victory. We then 

launched our Comedy Central International 

Snapchat Discover channel in 2016, as the 

platform to drive our shortform output. We’ve 

since debuted series on Snapchat, before 

rolling out longer versions across YouTube and 

Facebook. Shows include Bad Snappers, Totally 

Reported, Josh Investigates and Hotline Tings.”

Facebook’s collaboration with TV has involved 

helping content owners find ways to connect 

with relevant social communities. At MIPTV 

2015, for example, Facebook VP EMEA Nicola 

Mendelsohn described how Facebook worked 

with Sky in the UK on the premiere of that 

season’s Game of Thrones, helping push out 

sponsored video and photos to fans.

In addition, there are Facebook-based 

voting and polling tools that producers and 

broadcasters can integrate into their activities. 

There’s also the Suggested Video programme, 

which suggests other videos to users when 

they click on a video in their news feed (akin 

to Amazon or YouTube functionality); and 

Facebook Live, increasingly used by content 

owners for streaming. For example, Sky’s live 

post-football match show for millennials, In Off 

The Bar (sponsored by Carling), airs on Sky 

Sports TV channel, Facebook Live and YouTube 

simultaneously.

Back in 2015, Mendelsohn said Facebook 

wasn’t interested in creating original content. 

But that position has now shifted as the 

company closes in on two billion monthly users. 

It has just appointed MTV EVP Mina Lefevre 

who, having worked on shows like Faking It, Teen 

Wolf and The Shannara Chronicles, will oversee 

development of scripted and unscripted content.

It’s not clear yet how Facebook might use 

this content, but it seems unlikely it will invest 

in shows that slide down the newsfeed. A more 

likely scenario is a TV-style destination to 

compete with platforms such as Netflix, Amazon, 

YouTube and Apple. Over at Twitter, a lot of effort 

goes into showing how the platform can be used 

to reinforce TV. In the TVxTwitter Playbook, the 

platform showcases “actionable strategies and 

tactics that can help both programming content 

and advertising work harder by tapping into the 

power of their audiences,” says Twitter global 

media and agency research director Anjali 

Midha. Hashtag integration and live tweeting by 

cast have both been shown to have significant 

impact on engagement.

Twitter has also made itself more video-

friendly. With video tweets growing massively 

during 2016, it increased the maximum length 

from 30 seconds to 140 seconds – with some 

publishers able to go up to ten minutes. It also 

introduced its own version of suggested videos 

and has supported live streaming of content such 

as The Globes Red Carpet Live pre-show for the 

74th Annual Golden Globe Awards and shows 

from Bloomerg. “Partnering with Bloomberg 

gives people on Twitter the best way to see live 

financial markets performance combined with 

live commentary on the underlying drivers and 

implications,” says Twitter chief financial officer 

Anthony Noto.

Platforms begin to deliver tools for social TV

Wells: among the first 

to launch a Snapchat 

Discovery channel.
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Samantha Bee is not on air, our social media 
team stays active, producing content, keeping 
our audience engaged,” the pair say.

At the other end of the spectrum, social is 
key to the kind of activities that take place at 
markets like MIPTV: “Social media is central to 
the consumer promotion of a TV show and key 
to engaging its audience. As a distributor, our 
responsibility is to ensure broadcasters have 
all the tools and components to run effective 
campaigns. To achieve this, we collaborate with 
show producers and commissioning networks 
to provide a rich bank of assets.”

Ralic and Fussman say: “Social media helps 
us build brand awareness, drive engagement 
and convert consumers to purchase. We 
manage communities across Facebook, 
Youtube, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest 
leveraging different propositions for each 
channel to provide consumers a mix of content. 
We review strategy as the platforms evolve.”

There are numerous ways to achieve 
this: “We may use a mix of paid advertising, 
boosted posts and organic posts featuring 
short clips and engaging images. We sustain 
interest and engagement by using different 
clips, stills, images and UGC where possible 
to generate reactions, strategically boosting 
and promoting posts. All our PR activities 
are now heavily relayed on social media, 
providing a much-amplified impact. When 
we launched Fear of The Walking Dead in 
Sweden, we released zombies in Helsinki. 
Hilarious frightened reactions were caught 
on video and went viral.”

Citing the success of the global Peppa Pig 
community of 2.8 million fans on Facebook. 
Ralic and Fussman say that real-time 
interaction provides feedback and consumer 
queries through messages and posts: “We even 
have our own Peppa Pig memes. We maximise 
opportunities with our partners by cross 
promoting on their social channels to promote 
relevant product news, activities and offers.”

A further example of how social media is 
used to engage with Peppa Pig fans include 
“Daddy Pig Twitter takeovers which are always 
a great mechanic to interact with fans – and we 
also run Q&A sessions with our most popular 
characters”, say Ralic and Fussman. “In China, 
meanwhile, we use WeChat to drive consumer 
engagement for Peppa Pig. Our official WeChat 
channel for the brand launched in April 2016 

and we have already have surpassed 100,000 
fans. We have launched two sets of Peppa emoji 
via WeChat.  The second set was launched 
right before the Chinese New Year and has 
already surpassed 3.6 million downloads and 
22 million send out rate.”

In terms of the kind of social media content 
eOne is playing with, Ralic and Fussman say: 
“Trailers, teasers, short extracts and images are 
the most effective ways of promoting our shows 
on Facebook. But we are expanding beyond 
this to provide: interviews, fun facts, original 
scenes, deleted scenes, production images and, 
above all, community engagement.”

The latter is important for shows such as The 
Walking Dead or Peppa Pig with their dedicated 
audiences, they say. “Memes and Gifs have 
also been effective driving engagement. 
Increasingly, we also commission social media 
featurettes at the production stage to give our 
social audience an in-depth insight into the 
show. For Ransom – from TF1, CBS, Corus and 
RTL – a hostage-negotiator crime thriller, we 
explore the person the show was based on, the 
supporting characters and the cases.”

On the monetisation issue, Ralic and 
Fussman say a lot of eOne’s social media 
activities are about supporting its TV 
properties and broadcasting partners. But 
they also argue that “social media is already a 
multi-billion dollar business for content with 
various distribution models: direct licensing 
to the platform – YouTube, Facebook, iTunes 
– licensing to a third-party aggregator, direct 
management of your own channels and 
advertising space.”

Content specifically created with social 
media in mind is now also finding its way 
back into the mainstream. “We have started 
investing into new formats with our digital 
agency Secret Location,” say the pair. “Last year, 
our web series Whatever Linda won 20 awards 
worldwide and is now being adapted as a half-
hour TV series by the Mark Gordon Company. 
We are also distributing digital series Vanity, 
commissioned by Mabelline for StyleHaul’s 
YouTube Channel. Thanks to geoblocking 
technology, we can distribute the web series 
to brands and digital platforms in various 
territories.” l

YouTube giants: Carpool Karaoke (right) and 

Full Frontal with Samantha Bee (below).
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Nordic television company 
Modern Times Group 

is undergoing a period of change. The firm, 
which today describes itself as a digital 
entertainment group, has made a string of 
divestments in the traditional TV space and is 
putting its focus firmly on digital investments. 

Speaking on the phone from Los Angeles, 
MTG executive vice-president and MTGx CEO 
Arnd Benninghoff explains the company’s 
strategy as it looks to both engage with young 
audiences and secure its place in a rapidly 
evolving entertainment landscape.

Since joining MTGx from ProSiebenSat.1 
Media in 2014, Benninghoff says the division’s 
mission has been clear: “to become a digital 
leader for millennials”. To do this it has focused 

its investment strategy around three key 
verticals: multi-platform networks; eSports; 
and, most recently, online gaming. 

“What I like about the three verticals [is] 
they’re all in different market cycles,” he says. 
“Multichannel networks were hyped two or 
three years ago. Now they are transitioning 
towards more IP ownership, with more focus 
on high-quality content,” says Benninghoff. 
“All [three] have the same importance for our 
digital transformation.”

In the online video space, MTG owns 81% 
of Swedish MCN Splay, 51% of Amsterdam 
-headquartered MCN Zoomin.TV and in 2016 
bought a 22% stake in cross-platform sports 
content company Engage Sports Media. 

Benninghoff claims that 25% of MTG’s 

total multiplatform network traffic is based on 
gaming content, making it a good fit with its 
other digital verticals. He describes eSports as a 
“super-hype” vertical that sits at the intersection 
of sports and entertainment, while taking an 
interest in gaming closes the circle by taking 
the customer direct to online games.

Gaming the business

In 2016, MTGx bought a 35% stake in German 
online games developer and publisher, 
InnoGames, and earlier this year it said it may 
up this to 51% having sold its 50% shareholding 
in Czech free-to-air broadcaster Prima. 

The Prima deal was just one of a long line 

MTG plays the 
digital game

MTG has made a sting of bold investments in recent times while selling off traditional 
TV assets. Arnd Benninghoff, the head of its digital division, MTGx, explains the 
strategy to Andy McDonald.
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of TV asset sales. In March MTG sold its 
free TV, pay TV and radio assets in the Baltic 
states for E115 million. In the past two years, 
the company has also sold off free and pay TV 
businesses in the Ukraine, Ghana, Tanzania, 
Russia and Hungary.

Benninghoff says that InnoGames appealed 
to MTGx for a number of reasons. Firstly, 
the company fitted its investment criteria by 
being in a “growing, attractive market with 
high margins”. He claims the 10-year old 
company has also grown effectively without 
expanding too fast or focusing all its efforts 
on a single flagship game. “They have a track 
record of launching successfully games,” he 
says. “It’s not a one-hit-wonder or a one-trick-
pony, because they are running a portfolio of 
six games and are going to launch three more 
mobile-only games this year.”

InnoGames has offices in Hamburg and 
Dusseldorf, and offers a number of online, 
browser-based strategy games – including 
Forge of Empires, Elvenar, Tribal Wars and 
Grepolis. In 2016 the company increased its full 
year revenue by 25% to a record high of E130 
million. 

Asked whether MTG’s move away from 
free-to-air TV into games indicates this is where 
the company sees more value going forward, 
Benninghoff says that it is important to “follow 
eyeballs”. He claims that using TV divestment 
money to invest in “proven winners” in the 
gaming space is “definitely a good conversion 
of the cash”.

“We are in the storytelling business,” says 
Benninghoff. “Nowadays games tell the best 
story to me. That’s the reason why we believe 
in games as one of the strongest verticals. It’s 
a global market… It gives us a good future 
perspective of potential and we can apply 
our core competencies there, like storytelling 
and marketing, and we can target a separate 
audience.”

eSports action

eSports is another huge growth area and 
MTG’s investments in this space have placed 
it firmly in the action. MTG owns a 74% 
stake in Cologne-based Turtle Entertainment, 
which operates the ESL brand and runs 
online leagues like ESL Pro League and 
events such as ESL One. It has also fully owns 
Scandinavian eSports firm DreamHack, 
which runs a digital festival and has offices 

in Stockholm, Gothenburg, Copenhagen, 
Denver, Tacoma and Montreal.

“The huge advantage eSports has is it’s a 
truly digital and global sport, reaching the 
millennials – exactly the target group we are 
losing on free TV,” says Benninghoff. “If 
you look at the ratings of NFL, Formula 1, 
for this particular target group, you’re going 
to see a decline.” He describes the eSports 
demographic as an attractive target group 
for advertisers spending money today in 
traditional sports.

Intelligence company NewZoo estimates 

that eSports revenues will reach US$696 
million this year – up 41.3% year-on-year – and 
will grow to US$1.5 billion by 2020 as brand 
investment doubles. To further tap this market, 
MTG launched eSportsTV, a linear TV channel, 
in 2015, in what Benninghoff describes as an 
experimental move that could widen eSports’ 
core audience. 

“Imagine a scenario where the son sits 
with the father and explains eSports,” he says. 
“Suddenly you create a family experience. It’s 
about how can we broaden the experience 
through linear broadcasting.” While eSports’ 
young millennial audience may be more 
used to streaming this kind of content online, 
Benninghoff says the plan is to produce more 
background stories, documentaries, highlight 
shows and analysis to broadcast on TV. 
“There’s not one recipe for success for linear 
broadcasting,” he says. “What we want to add 
is more story-telling elements in this channel.”

Outwards expansion

MTGx’s growing interest in eSports has, in 
part, spurred it to put a person on the ground 
full time in West Coast America. In November 
MTG appointed former Digital Artists 
Entertainment boss Scott Rupp to develop the 
presence of MTGx in the US and work with 
DreamHack, ESL and the games companies 
there. Benninghoff explains that ESL has 

studio facilities in Burbank, California, MCN 
Zoomin.TV has a US footprint, and up to 30% 
of InnoGames’ revenues come from the US – 
“that’s why we want to be present here”. 

Benninghoff describes MTGx’s business 
plan as a “buy-and-bid strategy”, but won’t 
speculate about when or if the digital arm 
could eventually become MTG’s main profit-
driver. “Now we have great foundations,” he 
says. “But we don’t measure it by when we 
can make more profit than the core business. 
We are happy that we still have a functioning 
business model with free TV and pay TV. We 

benefit also from the synergies.”
With all this digital disruption, will MTG 

even be a ‘TV’ company in the traditional sense 
in ten year’s time? Benninhoff is not interested 
in using labels to define the business. “In the 
end we are going to stay in the same business 
of entertainment, storytelling – but it might 
change a bit,” he says.

“TV doesn’t go away; it’s an important 
foundation of our digital business. That’s the 
reason why these entrepreneurs in the gaming 
and eSports businesses pick us as a partner, 
because they know what we can contribute 
as a TV broadcaster: our experience in sports 
marketing, in TV production, in advertising, 
ad-sales and so-forth. It is a super-important 
part of our DNA and we don’t want to give up 
on this.”

“It’s really the combination and how you 
bring it to the next level and combine these 
assets so that 1+1 is 3, so it’s not like doing 
this, or that, or leaving the other business. I 
think the strength is a combination of these 
platforms and [our] storytelling experience.”

MTG’s bets in the digital space may seem 
bold, but the company is making necessary 
steps to evolve the business at a time of great 
change for the industry. As linear TV viewing 
continues to shrink, the TV platforms of 
tomorrow will have to be a different proposition 
from today – but how big an impact gaming 
and eSports will have on this brave new world 
is yet to be seen. l

“We are in the storytelling business and 
nowadays games tell the best story to me. 
That’s why it’s one of our strongest verticals.”

Arnd Benninghoff, MTGx
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It is a commonplace that the European cable 
industry remains highly fragmented, 

with many markets characterised by multiple 
players that often lack the scale and reach 
necessary to take on larger telecom rivals. But 
Europe itself is also highly fragmented, with 
wide disparities in income levels, spending 
power, regulation and expectations about what 
service providers should offer.

For a pan-regional operator such as Liberty 
Global, this means the synergies of operating 
at scale have to be weighed alongside the need 
to operate locally and tailor offerings to local 
needs.

“Every market has its unique characteristics,” 
says Eric Tveter, the group’s central Europe 
chief, whose remit spans central and eastern 
Europe, from the high-income markets of 
Switzerland and Austria to less-developed but 
highly competitive territories such as Hungary 
and Romania.

“The central European countries are 

markets with lower ARPU. There is a greater 
degree of overbuilding than in western Europe. 
In general the markets are more fragmented 
and because of the overbuild [factor] they are 
very competitive,” he says.

Despite the lower income levels in central 
and eastern Europe, Liberty Global has 
launched advanced services in each territory 
that have been well-received, according to 
Tveter. The key aim, he adds, is achieving scale 
in markets that are still highly fragmented.

“For us the challenge in each of those 
markets where we don’t have the strongest 
footprint is [scale],” says Tveter. In Poland, the 
region’s biggest and most important market 
by far, Liberty Global’s local unit UPC Poland 
is in the process of acquiring smaller operator 
Multimedia Polska. However, says Tveter, 
the company is also committed to further 
building out its network into new areas where 
it currently lacks a presence. “We are excited 
about the M&A opportunities in each of the 

markets in the region, but we are also excited 
about expanding our footprint. Last year we 
built about 600,000 homes passed and we are 
getting nice penetration in those,” he says.

According to Tveter, incumbent operators 
are building or extending fibre-to-the-home in 
the region, but the relatively low revenues per 
customer means that building new networks is 
harder to justify from a return-on-investment 
perspective.

Number two brand

The two advanced western European markets 
for which Tveter has responsibility are also very 
different from one another, even if competition 
is intense in both.

In Switzerland, Tveter’s home base, the local 
UPC operation has significant scale and is 
battling it out for supremacy with Swisscom. 
There have recently been signs that UPC 

Interview: Eric Tveter, Liberty Global
Eric Tveter, CEO, Central Europe Group at Liberty Global, talks to Digital TV Europe’s 
Stuart Thomson about playing in diverse markets, fixed-mobile convergence, 
advanced TV and UPC Switzerland’s foray into premium sports.
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Switzerland is gaining an advantage. Tveter 
says the company had a reputation as “the 
worst brand” when he joined the company, but 
that it had succeeded in turning perceptions 
around to the point where it is now regarded 
by consumers as the number two brand 
after Swisscom. “We have come a long way 
and we have evolved the brand by focusing 
on the customers and using that as a way to 
differentiate,” says Tveter. As a result, he says, 
UPC has managed to increase revenues at a 
rate above the market average.

The Swiss broadband market remains highly 
competitive, with Swisscom and municipal 
networks rolling out fibre, which currently 
covers about 30% of the country. According to 
Tveter, however, Swisscom has slowed down its 
rollout on cost grounds while municipalities 
have been unable to achieve high take-up. This, 
he says, can be contrasted with UPC which has 
secured 40% penetration in the areas where it 
is present and 25% penetration nationally.

UPC Switzerland currently offers a 
500Mbps internet offering, which Tveter says 
has been taken up by a small proportion of 
subscribers “that will increase over time” and 
has launched a 1Gbps service in one area.

Tveter is enthusiastic about the mobile 
opportunity in key markets including 
Switzerland and Poland, where Liberty is 
planning a soft mobile launch later this year.

 “The market is very open for fixed-mobile 
convergence. We have a successful year in 
mobile in Switzerland as well as other markets. 
We have a soft-launch in Poland planned for 
later this year and we are excited about mobile 
in some of our markets,” he says. “Fixed-
mobile convergence helps us reduce churn, 
excluding the lower-end part of the base that 
wouldn’t buy such an offer anyway.”

Fixed-mobile convergence for Liberty also 
means an opportunity to market additional 
services. Tveter cites the example of Horizon 
Go, the mobile version of the operator’s 
advanced TV platform.

“Horizon in general, including on-the-go 
features, is very highly valued,” says Tveter. 
UPC Switzerland’s Replay TV service – 
offering seven-day catch-up via a reverse EPG – 
is also “highly regarded”, he says. UPC Central 
Europe is extending this service to Horizon Go 
users in Austria and will launch it on the set-top 
version of Horizon in the second quarter.

Other recent popular innovations on the 
TV side include the integration of Netflix on 
the Horizon platform in December. Tveter 
says UPC also intends to launch German 
subscription premium sports service DAZN 
– initially for CHF12 (e11) in Switzerland 
and which will be available for E12 in Austria 
– bringing additional sports content to 
subscribers in both markets.

Premium sports

In sports, UPC Switzerland is also competing in 
the premium market by securing the rights to 
Swiss ice-hockey, which will form the lynchpin 
of a new premium sports offering, MySports. 
MySports will launch this summer, providing 
coverage of US sports including NHL hockey 
in addition to the Swiss contest. Tveter says that 
UPC will not sub-license the hockey rights, 
but will use them as a competitive tool against 
Swisscom.

“MySports will launch in Switzerland 
this year with one basic pay channel and 10 
premium channels, with ice-hockey as a pillar 
as it’s the most valued sport in Switzerland and 
runs for most of the year, except for a couple 
of months in the summer,” says Tveter. The 
service will be marketed at a lower price point 
than existing Swisscom-backed premium 
service Teleclub, he says.

In addition to extending its own carriage 
deal with Teleclub to 2019, Tveter says that 
UPC plans to make further sports-related 
announcements shortly.

While TV and broadband are at the core of 
the company’s offering across all the territories 
in which it is present, Liberty Global has 

adopted a more specifically market-by-market 
approach to the mobile business, ranging from 
full joint-venture integration with Vodafone 
in the Netherlands to MVNO agreements in 
multiple markets.

In Switzerland UPC has a MVNO 
agreement in place with the country’s third 
operator Salt, owned by French media and 
telecoms entrepreneur Xavier Niel. For Tveter, 
this represents the most appropriate strategy 
for the market, contributing to the operator’s 
growing ARPU without requiring a massive 
investment.

In Austria, UPC’s fixed footprint isn’t large 
enough to justify a huge investment in mobile, 
according to Tveter. The company has “a good 
MVNO agreement” in place, he says. “Our 
MVNO arrangements will suffice for us. We 
take a market-by-market approach, and in 
Switzerland we are growing nicely with good 
margins thanks to our partnership with Salt,” 
he says.

Expansion plans on the fixed side, on the 
other hand, are “multi-pronged”, says Tveter.

“In Switzerland, we are looking at 
partnerships with [local] networks where they 
keep ownership of the last mile – this is also 
an approach we are looking at in other markets 
[including] Austria,” he says.

Such agreements are typical of Liberty 
Global’s pragmatic approach to its business. 
While it is committed to further building 
out its fixed network – the jewel in the 
company’s crown – and developing common 
core technology to serve that fixed business, 
including on the TV side, Liberty takes a highly 
opportunistic approach to other elements such 
as content acquisition and mobile agreements. 
It is an approach that has so far served it well. l

Subscribers value Liberty’s Horizon Go 

mobile TV service highly, according to Tveter.
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Fast internet and the evolution of over-
the-top services have changed the 

TV market. But while high-speed connectivity 
and a proliferation of internet connected 
screens are giving global access to content, to 
what extent is this reshaping the TV industry 
in 2017?

Speaking at Cable Congress in Brussels in 
March, some of the industry’s leading lights 
gave their views about an industry that is in 
a state of change – thinking about the both 
the value of content today and its ability to 
travel widely across borders. On a panel titled 
‘It’s all about content’ Liberty Global’s chief 
programming officer, Bruce Mann, said that 
while the company has always carried a very 
broad palate of channels, the question it must 
ask is when is it advantageous to offer depth of 
content. “We make those decisions based upon 
market, and we make it based upon the right 
space within that market, on whether there’s a 
competitive angle,” he said. 

Mann claimed the impact, marketability 
and sustainability of an asset must all be 
assessed, and likened bidding for sports rights 
to “high stakes poker”. He said a lot of what he 
is trying to spend money on comes down to 
distinction. “We don’t have to be the best and 
the dominant player within any given market, 
but we certainly need a distinctive proposition 
[so] that our customers feel like they’re getting 
something special from us.” 

Speaking on the same panel, Jane Turton, 
CEO of Liberty Global- and Discovery 
Communications-owned production company, 

All3Media, said that the more opportunity the 
firm has to sell programmes, the better. Online 
platforms like Netflix and Amazon, with their 
huge content budgets, are providing these 
opportunities. However, the content arms race 
that these new entrants have sparked has also 
pushed up production prices. 

“We’ve seen massive production inflation,” 
she said. “Some of the budgets on something 
like a Netflix show these days mean that you 
don’t make drama for less than £2.5 - £3 million 
an hour. Three years ago you would make it 
for £1 million per hour. That’s not normal 
inflation, that’s not cost-driven inflation, it’s 
market pricing to some extent.”  

She said that  “promiscuous producers” will 
go out and chase the commission, “because 
there’s nothing that excites us more than 
getting our programmes produced and seen”. 
However, the ‘sustainability question’ rests on 
whether the new platforms really do have the 
appetite to build extremely costly brands over 
the long term.

An important issue for everyone in the 
content industry seems to be what Turton 
described as “content with the world in mind”. 
Put bluntly, she claimed that All3Media is 
“much less interested in parochial, smaller 
pieces of programming”, with the ability to 
cross borders and reach wide audiences being 
more important than ever. Exclusivity is another 
key issue and Turton said it is difficult to make 
a plaform “care more about your programme” 
unless they have it exclusively.

Speaking on a separate panel at Cable 

Congress about over-the-top video, Amazon 
Video managing director Alex Green gave his 
side of the story and denied that Amazon posed 
any direct threat to the traditional TV operator 
model.

He said that services like Amazon, Netflix 
and others “easily co-exist” with the cable and 
pay TV industry and claimed that Amazon’s 
Prime Video Channels initiative has seen it 
help more than 100 brands in the US “really 
focus on content”.

“We positively encourage brand-owners, 
content providers to go direct,” he said. “There’s 
no notion that Amazon should be an exclusive 
route to market and indeed if you’re going 
direct, strategically you are typically investing 
a lot in the content. We work with people who 
have both models, but HBO is a great example. 
We think their direct-to-consumer service is 
very complimentary. It supports their growth, 
it improves the marketing, and makes sure 
they’re on every single platform, so there’s 
definitely room for growth and we encourage 
that.”

Discussing the future direction of the pay 
TV industry, Green said that channels – either 
linear or SVOD – are in essence brands that 
are starting to transcend the “old view of the 
world” of having a 24/7 linear channel with 
some VOD on the side: “Really you are a 
provider of an edited selection of content under 
your brand, and that can be delivered both 
linear and on-demand in the best way for that 
particular customer. That’s a shift going on 
from the channel operators.” l

Content in the age of OTT

The recent Cable Congress event in Brussels generated lively debate about the 
future of content and the impact that over-the-top services are having on the 
industry. Andy McDonald reports. 
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